EDITORIAL

The fascinating study of human vocal folds

O fascinante estudo das pregas vocais humanas

The speech, the primary means of communication used by human beings, was only possible, among other factors, thanks to the phylogenetics of the larynx. This trend has also enabled the extremely fine control of vocalization, a fact that we can perceive mainly when listening to the voices of talented singers. All these processes are due to complex mechanisms, but the initial stage of vocal production is a purely mechanical phenomenon, directly dependent on a proper vocal fold vibration.

Hirano, in 1974, proposed the cover-body complex theory of phonation, whereby the mucosal lining moves over a relatively stationary body, consisting of vocal ligaments and muscles. This observation was made possible by the histological study of the human vocal fold, which exhibits a layered structure with differential distribution of cellular and extracellular components. This arrangement has a direct relation with the biomechanical properties that allow the vibratory behaviour of vocal folds.

Despite some important trials on the ultrastructure of vocal folds of foetuses and children, much remains to be understood about their development. In a recent trial, a layered ultrastructure in the vocal folds of foetuses in the last gestational trimester, qualitatively similar to that of adults, was identified; this finding allowed the inference of an existence of the vocal ligament even before birth. The importance of a deep knowledge of the structure of the normal human vocal fold and of the characteristics of its development may have an implication in everyday clinical practice, because this knowledge will guide our decision-making process, such as drug therapies, surgical treatments and, even, in a not so far future, the possibility of gene therapy in the treatment of the most varied changes.

Thanks to the excellence and insight of past masters who, even with few resources studied the larynx, we can understand the physiology of speech and, based on that knowledge, to carry out our current therapeutic approaches. However, despite all the technological apparatus that allowed the advances of medicine, there is still much to learn about the anatomy and ultrastructure of the vocal folds, especially from paediatric patients, that are still in development.
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